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DEEP HOLE MARKER / PENCIL WITH GREY LEAD & SHARPENER TLM2 BY

SOLA

The TLM hole marker is a treasured accessory for many

experienced tradesmen. This practical, mechanical pencil

quickly and easily marks drill points in holes up to 45 mm.

The variously colored refills can be sharpened using the

pencil's integrated sharpener. The TLM fits into any toolbox

and can be clipped to pants and to shirt pockets with the

sturdy mounting clip. The new TLM2 is now also available,

complete with an impressive and ingenious new feature. The

screw-on, ABS plastic attachment converts the hole marker

into a comfortable, mechanical pencil for marking, writing

and drawing on a wide range of materials and surfaces.

The TLM2 is not just a pencil or a hole marker. The TLM2 is a

pencil with multiple functions. With the screw-on attachment

made from ABS plastic, the TLM2 hole marker fits

comfortably in the hand and is ideally suited for the precise

marking and writing. Remove the attachment, and the long,

stainless steel tip enables high-precision marking in hard to

access areasâ€”for instance, drill holes during assembly

work. Features:-

Removable attachment transforms the DHM into a propelling

pencil in seconds

Special design facilitates deep hole markings up to 45 mm

(1.78â€³) in depth

Lead with small diameter for precise markings

Integrated sharpener in the push button

Rugged ABS belt clip for a secure grip

SKU Option Part # Price

8727712 TLM2 $27.4

Model

Type Carbon / Graphite Pencil

SKU 8727712

Part Number TLM2

Barcode 9002719041160

Brand Sola

Packaging + Shipping

Shipping Weight (Gross) 1.48 kg
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Applications:-

Stone

Concrete

Brick

Dry wood

Paper/cardboard

Wet wood

Metal

Tile/ceramic

Options:-

Replacement Grey / Graphite Leads

Replacement Colour Leads
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